Harried Meet Yale Tomorrow At New London
Freshman Team Faces Unbitten Opponent In Opening Game

Hedlund Thinks Chances Good

First Wrestling Tries Out Tonight

The department of Electrical Engineering was the beneficiary of this last Tuesday evening meeting. The credit for this success goes to Professor Belaty, who has noticed a quiet, determined member in the form of Tommy Rawson, the son of boxing coach Tommy Rawson. Tommy is the pride of the boxing ring and may be interested in learning that he is Tommy Jr., the son of boxer Tommy Rawson. He will fight it out on the desk.
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Egg Throwing

An open discussion of the question was conducted, and finally Harold R. Brittenham, of last year's frosh team, stood up and stated that egg-throwing was not a game.

A game marked by fine passing and spectacular running, the sophomore football team lost a hard fought contest to the Harvard Freshman second
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Dartmouth Barbary Coast Orchestra

The 118 pound division is still open,
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